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Abstract

As one of the highest fatalities causes, traffic accidents and collisions always requires a large amount 
effort to be reduced or prevented from occur. Traffic safety management routines therefore always need 
efficient and effective implementation due to the variations of traffic, especially from traffic  
engineering point of view apart from driver education. 

Traffic Accident Prediction Model, considered as one of the handy tool of traffic safety management, 
has become of well followed with interested. Although it is believed that traffic accidents are mostly 
caused by human factors, these accident prediction models would help from traffic engineering point of 
view to enlarge the traffic safety level of road segments. This thesis is aiming for providing a guideline 
of the accident prediction model implementation in traffic safety management, regarding to traffic  
engineering field. Discussion about how this prediction models should merge into the existing routines 
and how well these models would perform would be given. As well, cost benefit analysis of the 
implementation would be at the end of this thesis. Meanwhile, a practical field study would be 
presented in order to show the procedures of the implementation of traffic accident prediction model.  
The field study is about this commercial model set SafeNET, from TRL Limited UK, implemented in 
Road Safety Audit procedures combined with microscopic simulation tool. Detailed processing and 
input and output data will be given accompany with the countermeasures for accident frequency 
reduction finalization.

Keyword: Traffic Engineering, Traffic Accident Management, Accident Prediction Models,  
Implementation Models, SafeNET 
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1. Introduction

Traffic safety has always been one of the major topics for the road traffic departments of every 
countries in the world. Although the intensity of people working on traffic safety has extended with 
higher and higher volume, however, statistics of fatal accidents show that traffic accidents still shall be 
one of the top death leading factors among others such as cancer and nature disasters, etc. According to 
the latest statistic report of  the Make Roads Safe campaign, which  is a Washington, D.C.-based 
advocacy group has been to follow with interest of global action on traffic deaths, the following 
problems were pointed out:

– More than 1 million people are killed worldwide, and more than 50 million are injured in traffic 
accidents each year

– Road deaths are now the number-one global killer of people aged 10 to 24

– While 965 people lost their lives in air crashes in the year of 2007, more than 3,000 people die 
on the world's roadways every day

– 85 percent of traffic casualties occur in low- and middle-income countries. For example, the 
rate of child deaths due to road accidents in South Africa is 26 per 100,000 population, 
compared with 1.7 per 100,000 in Europe

– Someone is killed or badly injured on the world's road every 6 seconds

Regarding to the large number of fatalities caused by road traffic accidents, many countries have 
brought their plans and projects to either reduce the current accident rate or prevent the accidents  
before occurring, for instance the Swedish “Vision Zero” and the Danish “One is Too Much”. 
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The figure above shows the road traffic fatalities statistic in Sweden since 1960 till 2000, as well as the 
“Vision Zero” target by year of 2010. The long term goal of “Vision Zero” is that no one shall be killed 
or seriously injured within the Swedish road transport system. Obviously it is not realistic to really 
limit the road traffic accidents and collisions number as zero by a short time. In fact, the main target of  
the project is to reduce the traffic accident as much as possible, which could be approached from traffic 
engineering, driver education and traffic safety management point of views so that to limit the 
injured/death caused by road traffic accidents within a certain number. 

  

Actually, according to the systematic traffic accident model analysis [2], 95% of the factors caused 
traffic accidents is human behavior factors and 67% is purely human factor without extra disturbing. 
Therefore the driver education and traffic management routines definitely requires a large amount of  
effort to improve the current state such as young drivers education and traffic rules flawless. Besides 
that, in vehicle information systems have been developed quite advanced to provide drivers with 
variety of messages to either warn or advise them with their current driving state. For instance, the 
ADAS1 system from Volvo Group can provide drivers with the current driving task, supporting for 
lateral and longitudinal control with or without warnings, detection and evaluation of the vehicle 
environment, etc [20]; the speeding detecting systems such as ISA system, which is an in vehicle 
device integrated with GPS and GSM/GPRS module sending dynamic message to central system about 
the current vehicle driving state and gives warning to the driver when the speed is over the limit of the 
current road segment. These in vehicle assistance systems attribute to drivers with dynamic information 
to enhance their stability level and give them more reaction time for maneuvering which could help  
them avoid accidents  

However, traffic engineering aspect requires people to work on a lot as well. In fact, traffic engineering 
deals with the traffic environment and traffic system so that in a way is more important before hand 
since it provides good foundation for either driver education and traffic management routines. 
Moreover, traffic engineering aspect of traffic safety management requires more computerized work 
instead manually which needs a lot of updating work. Thus engineering of traffic safety management is 
rather significant and requires plenty of effort in order to assistant well in traffic safety management. 

From traffic engineering point of view, plenty of efforts have been made on dealing with the high 

1 ADAS: Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, in vehicle system produced by Volvo Group
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traffic accident rate from both traffic management and planning view. Main methods nowadays being 
adapted are Black Spot Programs,  Road Safety Review and Road Safety Audit, etc. These methods 
represent both reactive and proactive countermeasures of dealing with traffic accidents. At the mean 
time, systematic traffic accident models is being accepted by most of the people who is working in the 
field. Systematic traffic accident model, which believes that the factors of a traffic accident should not  
be considered individually but as components of the whole traffic system [2], requires completed and 
explicit analysis on all the aspects related to road traffic environment. Especially, when it comes to  
traffic accident analyzing, both subjective and objective factors such as driver behavior, road geometric 
information and vehicle volume should be considered at the same time as tightly influenced each other.  
Meanwhile, beforehand accidents occurred, safety would be one of the major goals for the traffic 
planning and road designing, by which to prevent fatalities as much as possible. 

With all the traffic safety management approaches implementation, variety of Accident Predictions  
Models (APMs) have been well developed to implement in traffic safety management due to the 
phenomenon described. Regarding to the road traffic safety issues, APMs provide quantitative support 
about the safety level of road segments. Depends on different types of APMs, the mathematical 
relationship between variety of road users and accident types would be well calculated. According to 
these models, parameters like vehicle and pedestrian flow and geometric information of the road 
section would have got rather correct representation on how high effect they have on traffic accident 
risk intensity. Therefore, during the planning and designing stage, audit on controlling the safety at 
accepted level would be critical. As well, during the monitoring stage of traffic management, the traffic  
volume and the interaction of different road users need to be well controlled in order to reduce the 
traffic accident risk. 

1.1 Goal and Purpose

Since variety of types of traffic safety management projects are currently in used worldwide, the 
importance of the development and implementation of APMs has become of essential. This thesis is 
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aiming for providing guidelines regarding to the accident prediction models implementation into traffic  
safety management processing. Different oriented implementation will be discussed respectively 
detailed and the model of how these APMs should be merged into the previous management steps 
would be presented. 

Traditionally the Road Safety Audit processing is one of the proactive activity of accident risk 
reduction and using the method of checklist examination. In this case, of course the risk would be 
found if there is any, whereas it still can not be seen the intensity or “how big” the risk is. Thus with the 
supporting from APMs, direct quantity would be clearly seen therefore both the accident risk has got 
more confirmed and the countermeasures would be more oriented. Thus, a complete field study of RSA 
project with APMs implemented would be presented in this thesis as well to give detail procedures as a 
guideline.

Basically the main merging method of APMs into traffic safety management routines and approaches 
such as Blackspot study and Traffic Accident Prevention would be quite similar from each other since 
the function of APMs is quite straight forward which is actually calculate the traffic accident frequency 
regarding to the corresponding input data. However, the APM selection and output usage in different 
routines is quite critical for the APMs implementation. This is because that since APMs are over all 
statistical extracted models so that they have the features of their own. All these models are “sensitive” 
of specific conditions such as locations and road users, which can be explained by that the APM 
generated with specific data suites this specific location and road segment type as well as the road 
users. This will be detailed discussed in the following chapter. 

1.2 Methodology

The thesis would discussing the topic from aspects of literature review, implementation models 
discussion and practical project presenting. Features and development of APMs would be involved in 
the literature review section. General APM development including basic model form and validation 
would be briefly talked about. This will basically present from statistical point of view. 

Following the literature review would be the main implementation models discussion in different traffic 
safety management routines. APM implementation in three types of traffic safety management are 
presented as guidelines. The implementation models, benefit and drawback would be discussed 
respectively.  

The discussion and research of APMs implementation would be from traffic engineering point of view. 
Statistic tools has been studied and discussed for the APM developing section. Meanwhile, for the field 
studying section, microscopic simulation tool were in used to provide necessary traffic data. The APMs 
used for the field study is the commercial software SafeNET  from TRL Limited, UK. Principally, the 
most ideal way of APM implementation should be specifically developed for the case, which would be 
further discussed in the thesis. However, according to the lack of human resource, this thesis selects the 
existing commercial APM. The selection of models would be detailed presented. 
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2. Traffic Accident Prediction Model

A traffic Accident Prediction Model (APM) is a very useful tool for traffic safety management. 
Commonly, an APM could be described as a function of traffic volume and road geometries. Regarding 
to the different types of road characteristics, road users and locations, a complete APM with the 
consideration of all these aspects could well predict the future accident frequency thus the 
countermeasures for crashing hotspots could be assigned. Meanwhile, various APMs help for analyzing 
the designing planning from the safety point of view.   

2.1 Motivation of APM Development

The most essential purpose for developing an APM is for providing a realistic estimate of accident 
frequency at the analyzed road section or road type. Such estimates are actually quite critical  
components of the consideration for traffic management and design. With either simulated or 
monitored traffic volume and also road geometries as the variables of the models, collisions and 
crashes hotspot could be proactive indicated. Meanwhile, further analysis of these “predicted accident 
hotspot” would find out the factors which cause the risk of collisions and crashes. Thus, either from the 
designing stage the factors could be taken out, or the re-building would accomplish the accident 
frequency reduction.  

Although plenty of researching regarding to APMs has been made, a locally customized model is 
always badly needed. This is because the factors of traffic accidents are highly related to different 
characteristics of road types. It means that the same APM which totally works on rural carriageway 
roads will have no reflection on urban ordinary roads. Since each kind of roads have got its own unique 
characteristics, an unique APM needs to be assigned to it in order to achieve a valid estimate of 
accidents frequency. 

Moreover, when a complete model has been well developed for the analyzed road section, the 
coefficients and parameters need to be estimated which gives the model a calibration every 
considerable time interval. Mostly this time interval is one year. The reason for doing this is that all the  
models are developed based on the previous data collection, which means that the coefficients are 
estimated from the previous traffic volume and accident records. Meanwhile, traffic volume which is 
one of the variables of the model is not stable along the time. The fluctuation of the traffic volume 
actually causes the model is not valid any more. Thus the coefficients of the model need to be 
calibrated in order to get a more valid output.  

2.2 Model Development Procedures

Development of the traffic accident prediction models involved determining which explanatory 
variables should be used, whether and how variables should be grouped, and how variable should enter 
into the model, that is, the best model form [3]. Ever since the model form has been determined, the 
estimation of the model coefficients should be processed in order to approach the best performance of 
the function. Then validation of the model, which could be indicated by the comparison with the 
previous traffic accident statistic, should be the last stage of the model development. That makes the 
basic general steps of the APM development procedures:

10
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– APM form determination

– coefficients estimation

– model validation

2.2.1 APM form determination

Determining a good form for an APM is critical for model development. Specifically for APM 
development, common model forms, for instance, could be [3]:

accident / year= segment length  x11 x2 2 x3xn n                                                      (1)

accident / year= secgment length exp 1 x12 x2n xn                                              (2)

where:

x1 , , xn = traffic geometric variables such as average annual daily traffic (AADT) and length width

 and 1 , ,2 = coefficients estimated in the model calibration procedures [3]

Both of the equations could be used as the basic form of an APM. Notice that here the entered variables 
are physical road geometric characteristics depends on different road types. According to a large 
amount of researching on traffic APMs, different physical road type characteristics have fairly strong 
affects on independent accidents and collisions. Bonneson and Mccoy, et al (2001) pointed in their 
study that, based on the analysis of various road facilities such as distinguishing separation and non-
separation of left-turing lane, as well as with or without median barrier road facilities, it showed the 
most affective factors of crashes and collisions are AADT, road length, traffic density and land of use, 
etc [4]. 

Meanwhile, how these factors are affecting the accident frequency is needed to be figured out, that is, 
how the coefficients of the model form should be presented. The verification is usually done based on 
the previous traffic information data and accident records report. One common way of this verification 
level could be introducing each variable into a graphical diagram and by modifying the parameters  
which matters to find out the pattern between the parameters and the variable. In the study of Zeeger 
(1998), based on data of 5000 miles two-lane road in 7 states in the U.S., road vertical alignment shows 
an inverse proportion relationship with accident frequency while AADT, road width and road type with 
whole shoulder or not has direct proportion [5].  

Also, in some cases the influence of a variable may be represented by a few regression parameters, not 
a function [3]. That means that, for instance, in the form (1) and (2) the segment length could be in 
presence of a complex form instead of a single multiplier. At the mean time, variations could have 
several values for each year apart from a fixed one of  .

2.2.2 Calibration of APM

Depends on different type of model form has been determined, the corresponding calibration method is 
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critical to be assigned. One of the most used method for estimated the model parameters is using 
Generalized Linear Model (GLM). The GLM consists of three elements [6]:

– a distribution function

– a linear predictor

– a link function [6]

According to the elements, a distribution function, which is from the exponential family, is required. 
This exponential family involves a large range of probability distributions, including binomial, normal 
or poisson distributions, etc. 

For instance, take the APM (1) as example, and assume that binomial distribution has been assigned:

– distribution function

 
PrK=k =nk  p xi

k 1− pxi
n−k

where k is the distribution support value

– linear predictor

if i  x ij=∑
j=1

m

 j x ij
j , then ∑

j=1

m

 j xij
j is the linear predictor of the model, where i=1, ,n

– link function 

segment length x11x2 2x3 xn n is the link function

A GLM need not to be a linear function of the independent variables: linear in this context means that  
the conditional mean of the function value is linear in the function parameters [7].  For example, the 
model A x=1 x12 x2

2 is linear in 1 and 2 , but not in variable x2
2  . 

After assuming the distribution function, estimating the model parameters  could be done by various 
statistical software packages depends on regression model type, as well as the size of the data set. Such 
as DATAPLOT is a software package for scientific visualization, statistical analysis, and non-linear 
modeling. For GLM estimation, either GENSTAT and R could be considered as an option, although R 
is not quite appropriate for large data set processing. 

2.2.3 Validation

When the model functional form coefficients has been estimated, validation would be needed to 
finalized the modeling. Since the the APM is generalized according to a real data set which contains the 
historical predict target and factors, the model is valid when the comparison between the predicted 
value and observed value is fulfilled specific criteria. This could be done by the regression analysis.
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Although an APM has been confirmed as valid, a recalibration for the validation is still critical after a 
considerable time period. This is because the original APM was generalized by the historical observed 
data, and this data is constantly growing along time passes. When there is new raw data available, 
recalibration is always required to maintain the APM stay valid. 

2.3 Major Issue Assigning

As same as every statistical modeling procedure, APM development contains several shortcomings and 
difficulties. Apart from that, from the traffic engineering point of view, APM development also has its 
own characteristic issues which matter. 

2.3.1 Data Depends

One of the main difficulties in APMs developments is to decide the model form and how these 
variables could affect the function value. That means it requires a large comprehensive traffic data set  
to accomplish the statistic analysis. The more information provided in the database, the better model  
would be achieved. 

Apart from the range of the data, time period of the data is critical. It is common for all the statistical  
model developing processing that the more historical data we have, the better of the final model is. This  
is mainly about the single type of the observation data. As one of the factors for the variation of the 
accident frequency, the traffic variables observation requires fairly enough big amount to analyze the 
effect on accident frequency. Whereas there would not be any fix answer for the question that how 
much data is enough. According to the study of California Partners for Advanced Transit and Highways 
(PATH) [3], so far the longest analysis period is 5 years. 

The reason for the requiring a long period of observation data is that the more measurements, the closer 
estimated distribution will be to the “reality”, therefore the more accurate model is. However, when 
only few observation data is available, it is hard to tell whether the distribution is good enough or not.   

As it is shown in figure 1, the “reality” distribution is built based on the observation data, which is the 
measurements. Surely that the high density of the measurements will lead a fairly good distribution 
estimation. If the amount of the measurements is fairly less, or actually as it was described that there is 
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no fix criteria for how much is enough, it is hard to tell the true distribution function parameters thus 
end with a less accurate model. Moreover, a large amount of measurements would be needed for the 
model calibration also for the same reason of building a better distribution function. 

For the data depended reason, APM implementation on road designing thus becomes more difficult 
since there would not be previous traffic data for analyzing. The solution for the issue could be utilize 
the models from other similar road segments whose characteristics are considered highly close to the 
designed one. However, the consequence would be that the expectation of the predicted accident 
frequency would not be very high therefore the confidence of the coming solutions which are based on 
the accident view safety analysis would be lower than other one that based on a local developed APM.

2.3.2 Location Depends

According to the systematic traffic accident model study, a traffic accident could be considered as a 
final result of a set of certain factors which happen at the same time [2]. This factor set is determined 
not only the driver factor but also environmental factor such as the current traffic situation and 
geometric information. Road physical geometric characteristics has been determined as one important  
component of the factor set. It is obvious that there would be a big different between urban ordinary 
roads and rural carriageway roads. Also distinguishing characteristics of some types of roads, such as 
with or without median barrier of single carriageway roads, or whether consists of a lot of curves, may 
lead to total different safety level. This means that the calculation of predicted accident frequency is  
highly location depended. 

Usually for an APM development case, the study range figuration is essential before the study starts. 
Once the range has been determined, according to the road classifications, the APM form could be 
assigned includes what kinds of variable would be taken consideration. This is why an APM of one 
road segment may not work at all at another location, since the model variable may be different or  
some subordinary function such as AADT function part may be a totally different one if the location is 
changed. 

Weather is another important factor for accidents. It is always been an issue for the researchers to 
implement weather as one of the variable of the model. One common way to solve it is that based on 
the typical physical local weather feature of the study spot, such as percentage of time that snowy road 
surface among a year, a weight parameter as a multiplier would be added to the model. Basically this  
kind of methods could only represent really brief circumstances like raining and snowing but never get 
totally truly presence. 

As same as weather, daytime and night vision affects accident frequency also. Different weight 
parameters to present the difference of visual range between the two time vision modes may be 
introduced to the specific models which take vision as consideration.

2.3.3 Human Factor

This is one of the biggest drawbacks of the APM implementation since human factor is really hard to 
predict. No matter how good the APM has been developed, such as really suited model form and 
ideally complete historical traffic data and accident statistical data, one can never say the predicted  
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accident frequency would be hundred percent true but just as reference. Since the feature of the human 
behavior is sort of “unpredictable”, they are always been analyzed by separate models rather than 
integrated in APMs. 

Normally human factors for accidents are analyzed by separate models. However, it is really hard to 
predict what should the reaction of the drivers be when it comes to emergency situations. The current 
models could simply represent the “brief behavior” of driver by ages and sex, etc. The human factor 
models usually are based on driving simulators performance study and according to the historical 
accidents record. 
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3. Implementation of APMs in Traffic Safety Management

A well estimated APM could be a very handy tool for various of traffic safety management projects. 
Based on the predicted accident frequency or accident rate, which highly depends on the local traffic 
volume, both proactive and reactive activity from the safety point of view could be put into practice.  
Since most of the APMs take road geometric data as the variables, it actually quite match the principle  
of systematic traffic accident model which considers an accident occurring is the result of not only 
human factor but the current environment all together as the factors [2].  Therefore, it determines APM 
is suitable for a wild range in safety management field.  

Depends on the goals of different traffic safety management projects, oriented APMs such as user 
oriented or road segment type oriented models could be implemented. This chapter is going to give 
detailed procedures of the APM implementation in safety management. 

3.1 General Procedures

Despite of whatever types of safety management projects, the implementation of APM part commonly 
follows the working flow as the chart below shows:
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It is noticed that the raw historical traffic data part is dashed. This is because it is not always available 
for getting the historical data of the studied site, for example a newly designed road network or road 
segment.  Apart from the first stage, a proper model will be assigned for the project after a site studying 
or observation. Thus some feasible solutions or suggestion would be come up with based on the 
predicted accident frequency from the selected model. This part would be processed as a loop till the 
accident frequency meet some pro-determined criteria. Then a final solution would be determined for  
the further part of the safety management. 

3.1.1 Model Selection

Determining a proper APM for the objective is critical. It could be either selecting an exist model 
which is suitable for the local circumstance, or developing a new one depends on an unique oriented 
objective. 

Principally, it is always recommended to develop a specific APM dealing with the very local situation.  
Since all the model estimation and calibration has been carried out by the local traffic data, the model  
would be most suitable and accurate one. However, developing a new APM requires a large amount of 
data and human resource, which sometimes will not be available for the current circumstance. For 
instance, a newly designed road segment or small network, there will not be any observed traffic data 
or accident record for model estimation. In this case, selecting from the existing model which suits the 
studied area would be the best choice. 

When selecting an exist APM, besides the type of the APM itself such as user type oriented or objective 
oriented, it is suggested to consider the aspects as the following.

– Traffic Volume

As one of the most effective variables of APM, traffic volume represents the key factor to accident 
frequency. When selecting a proper APM, the traffic volume of the original location of the candidates 
needs to be compared with the objective site traffic volume. The traffic volume could be measured in 
either way such as AADT or passenger-km, etc. Principally, the two volume should be as close to each 
other as possible. However, in practice it is fairly hard to find a perfectly match model for the studied 
site from AADT similarity. Thus accept range is necessary for the distance between the original and 
target traffic volume distribution function parameters.  

– Road Classification Standard

Apart from traffic volume, road geometric variables are needed to be compared also. This is concerned 
about the classification standard to distinguish different road levels like urban roads or rural highways. 
Since different road classification defines the capacity and average road width and so on, there would 
be chances that a road segment could be defined as different road type under different classification 
standard. In that case, for instance, although an model which supposes to work for urban area, it could 
be implemented into the interurban roads which is defined with the original classification but defined 
as urban road with the objective location classification. Therefore it is important to exam the 
classification standard between the candidate APM location and the objective location.  

– Traffic Regulations
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Traffic Regulations have direct affect on driving behaviors. While driving behaviors is obviously an 
key factor to traffic accidents, traffic regulations should be taken into consideration when selecting 
APMs. 

– Safety Level

In this context, safety level here refers to the historical traffic accident statistic. As it has been described 
previously, the local historical accident data is the reference of the model estimation. It means that it  
has direct influence on the model parameters in calibration. Also, the statistical data of traffic accidents  
represents the local area safety frequency, which indicates whether the studying area is accident 
hotspots or not. It helps to filter the candidates APM for implementation.

3.1.2 Data Collection

The data collection is for the variables of the determined APM. Thus the amount of the required 
observation would depend on the model type. Basically, the static data, such as the road width and 
length, could be measured either by site survey or by the construction blueprint. The thing needs to be 
noticed is the measurement unit. 

The dynamic data such as AADT could be measured either by site survey or by extracting from 
simulation output. Since the dynamic data will not be a fixed number, the observation is required as in 
a considerable long time period. It is because the observation needs to represent the real distribution of 
the studied site in order to get a valid predicted accident frequency. Hence for the existing road 
segments, the survey is recommended to be carried out systematically and regularly, such as local 
closed-circuit television surveillance record. For the designing stage objects, simulation results is a 
good choice. It should be taken care that when the simulation model is being constructed, the input data 
of it should be well predicted since there would not be any real observation for the calibration. The 
feasible solution could be predict the incoming and outgoing traffic volume from the neighbor traffic 
network elements where real traffic data is available. By this predict data and the right distribution 
selection, the simulation result would be fairly valid for further study.  

3.2 Oriented Implementations

APMs could be handy tools in a lot of safety management projects. The following part is aiming for 
introducing several typical implementations of APM in traffic safety management field.

3.2.1 Road Safety Audit/Investigation

The main problem of road construction is that once the road is build, the physical infrastructure aspect,  
such as road geometry and road material, would be difficult to be reconstructed. Therefore it is 
important to create safer road before the constructions taken part. Another problem is that 
reconstruction would be expensive and some countries do not have the adequate fund for 
reconstruction. Here road safety audit is being introduced of making the road a safer place.

Road safety audit (RSA) is a systematic procedure to analyze the road safety before and after the 
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construction such as maintenance and reconstruction, in order to make sure that the road is safe. The 
auditor is a group of road engineers that are not involved in designing the road or in a matter that can 
caused a conflict of interest. 

There are two types of audit that can be done in road safety audit, which are [8] accident reduction and 
accident prevention. In accident reduction, the main idea is to reduce the number accident on the 
existing road by analyzing the caused of the accidents on that road, so the similar accident would not 
happened again. Meanwhile the main idea of accident prevention is to reduce the number accident that  
can occur before the construction started. In this way, it is easier and cheaper to correct the design than 
reconstructing the road and it is also saving lives. The aim of road safety audit is to answer the 
following questions:

– What elements of the road may present a safety concern: to what extent, to which road users 
and under what circumstances?

– What opportunities exist to eliminate or mitigate identified safety concerns? [9]

There are five auditing stages that can be use in order to conduct RSA.

1. Planning phase

RSA in this phase is mostly about initial design and covers a range of topics such as choice of 
route alignment, number and types of junctions, service to local communities and facilities. [10]

2. Preliminary design phase

RSA in this phase is mostly examines that general alignment, cross section and proposed layout 
of junctions. [10]

3. Detail design phase

RSA in this phase is mostly examines the detailed design of junctions, proposed road markings, 
roadside equipment and proposed alignment to identify potential hazards resulting from adverse 
combinations of design elements. Implications arising from drainage choice, traffic signing, etc 
should also be examined. [10]

4. Construction phase

The RSA focus in this stage is just monitoring the construction whether it’s working well 
according to the plan. If something is not according to the plan, RSA must works together with 
the designer to change the plan according to the conditions and yet still safe.

5. Monitoring existing road

In this stage involves monitoring a road a few months after opening to ensure that it is operating 
as anticipates. It can also be used to asses whether an existing road or a road network is 
operating safety and to identify possible low-cost measures that could be taken to enhance 
safety on such roads. [10]

The main principle of RSA in all these five stages is that the auditors need to go though a so called 
RSA checklist which consists of a number of safety concerned aspects of the road segment in order to 
discover the accident risk of target from both engineering and user point of view. By using RSA 
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checklist the auditor can check whether the design or redesign is suitable or not. After analyze is done, 
the data is given back to the designer in order to do some changes according to the new remarks from 
auditor. The designer can review all the comments from the auditor.  It is important that before the real  
construction or reconstruction has started, both the designer and the auditor need to have the same 
understanding and agreement with the project. 

According to the RSA features, APM implementation could be constructed as the chart shows.

After collecting the data, which could be carried out in different method depending on which stage of 
RSA, for both RSA processing and APM variables, the checklist would be go through. There is plenty 
of checklist available currently which focus on both user and engineering views. Checklist selection 
therefore would be depending on the goal of the RSA processing, since it goes through all the aspects 
of the road segment which might cause high risk of collisions and fatalities. In the traditional RSA 
processing, checklist is considered as the “model” and the traffic safety issues and risks which is found 
after going through the checklist should be the output. However, in this conception, APM calculation is 
actually doing the same thing but mathematically and model. It is an interesting discussion: because of  
the similarity of APM calculation and RSA checklist step, is the APM calculation or checklist step 
necessary if either one of them is in used? This thesis holds the opinion that these two steps are not 
overlap but complementing  each other. More specifically, APM calculation represents quantitatively 
the risk and factors in model and mathematically supports and proves the elements and phenomenon 
which might be noticed after going through the checklist. Meanwhile, with both this quantitative traffic 
safety state as well as the safety issues and risks found by checklist, more effective countermeasures for 
accident reduction would be assigned. This thesis believes that it is better to implement the checklist  
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which is related to the APM thus these two “models” could collaborate in better harmony. The author 
of the thesis has made a trial of implementing a customized checklist which is based on the APM which 
has been assigned and each element of the checklist is corresponding to the variables in the models. 
The results will be presented in the next chapter. 

3.2.2 Traffic Planning and Management: Safety Point of View

Traffic planning and management is an integrated activity involving traffic engineering, land-use 
planning, social science, economics and environmental matters associated with generation of traffic for 
the safe and efficient movement of people and goods [11]. From traffic engineering wise, traffic 
planning and management contains types of measures such as:

– traffic signal control

– ramp metering

– lane/link control

– traveller information

– route guidance

For instance, lane/link control mainly deal with speed controlling, queue warning or lane and link close 
or open. Traveller information provides pre-trip route suggestion or travel time estimation and real 
traffic information broadcasting. 

Despite which type of traffic planning or management implementation, the basic procedures of it would 
be shown as the figure below.

Once the data has been collected, the initial current state estimation of the network or study field would 
be established. Then, according to the planning or management routine, the future state would be 
predicted by specific models. From the safety point of view, APM would be one of the critical models 
needs to be implemented to “test” the outcome state after the planning. Based on a number of planning 
routines generation and trials, the finalization of the implementation would be achieved by certain  
criteria, which could fulfill optimizing the traffic condition. Moreover, the whole processing would be a 
loop and carried out as long as there would be new element which is interested or added to the planning 
and management. 
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The implementation of APMs in traffic planning and management is commonly combined with other 
tool such as microscopic simulation tools or macroscopic dynamic flow models. This is because for the 
network traffic state, the most interested information to know between the current and future one would 
be travel times, speeds, flows, densities, degree of congestion, queue length, deviation from normal 
condition and hazardous condition, etc. Almost all these measurements have effect on traffic accident 
frequency apart from human factors. Meanwhile, none of these measurements is able to be observed 
before the real action of the planning and management routine has been implemented. Thus the second 
part of the working flow in figure 4 would be a set of prediction tool calculation result. 

3.2.3 Blackspot Study

In fact there is no precisely definition of traffic accident blackspot. A common acceptable description of  
it could be as simple as a spot where occurs lots of traffic accidents. However, a traffic blackspot, 
which is apart from accident blackspot, is an area where traffic backs up and long queues tend to form. 

To assign a accident blackspot, solid accidents or crashes scenes are required for supporting as long as 
the amount is noticeable. For instance, London had named 10 accident blackspot in the urban area in 
2005. Among these 10 locations, the highest accident frequency reached up to 64 crashes during the 
last 3 years [12]. Rome has carried out a project that suggests the residents living in urban area report 
the location where could be suspected as accident blackspot through SMS, email or calling public 
hotline. 

Accident blackspots are often urban crossings, highway segments where motorways join, roads where 
has big curvature without lower speed limit or pedestrian crossing close to school facilities. The causes 
for the high accidents are various, such as damaged street surfaces, unexpected holes, dangerous 
crossings and misleading or insufficient street signs.  Based on the analysis of accident blackspots, such 
as  re-construction of the crash scenes and accident risk investigation, a lot of effort has been made 
specifically to reduce the high accident frequency at these areas. In Australia, a so called Black Spot 
Program has been on going for several years aiming for reduce the crashes on Australian roads [13]. 
According to the announcement of the program, the Government will allocate an additional $30 million 
in 2008-09 and $60 million in 2009-10 to extend the coverage of the Black Spot Program. Meanwhile, 
eight major areas, including New South Wales, South Australian, Tasmanian, Queensland, Western 
Australian, Northern Territory, Australian Capital Territory and Victorian, have declare their new Black 
Spot Program scheme and budget in April, 2009. 

The countermeasures dealing with accident blackspot could be both from infrastructure wise and 
management wise. For instance, from infrastructure wise, a urban crossing accident blackspot could be 
replaced by a roundabout or signal control to reduce the disorder of vehicles. Meanwhile, from 
management wise, speed limit or congestion charging scheme could be implemented at the locations 
where has big curvature or has regularly high queue length. In the routine and scheme of the 
countermeasures, APM plays the role as directly presenting the outcome or effect of the 
countermeasures. The steps of APM implementation in accident blackspot program would be similar to 
the traffic planning and management, whereas real observation would be assign to APM as input value 
of the variables.
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After the first time that new scheme has been assigned, microscopic simulation will be required to 
estimate the future traffic geometric variables value for the APM in order to achieve the future accident  
frequency or rate. Since it is always high accident frequency at accident blackspots, as well as 
apparently there would be different factors and causes at each blackspot, APM estimation is 
recommended for specific case. This is because first it is dealing with existing roads or junctions, real 
observations will be available. Moreover, often complete accident records will be available at these 
locations which helps APM estimation greatly. Therefore, a customized APM suitable for specific 
blackspot would lead the program more sufficient.  
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4. Practical Project of Field Study

In this chapter, a practical project of RSA processing with APM implementation will be detailed 
discussed. The processing procedures will follow the description previously about APM 
implementation in road safety field. The introduction of the practical project is aiming for providing an  
example and guideline for APM utilities. 

4.1 Problem Statement

Söder Promenaden is one of the major road of Norrköping City. According to the observation of traffic 
volume, the AADT on Söder Promenaden has been keeping up to 12000 vehicles per day along the past 
3 years. Drottninggatan is the vehicle-free walkway across the plaza area. However, at the south end of 
Drottninggatan, where is called Söder tull, the bus terminal is located as well as tram railway. At the 
mean time, Nygatan and Hörngatan, which is connected with Gamla Rådstugugatan, are urban roads 
have bigger traffic volume than the others in Norrköping City. Although the two intersections on Söder 
Promenaden are signal controlled, caused by the large amount of public transportation and pedestrian, 
as well as the big traffic volume in the area, the traffic environment here is not really satisfactory. For 
instance, the degree of saturation is often fairly high which could be represented by the long queues, 
also the conflict intensity is high caused by the priority of public transportation. Therefore, the 
intersections of these four branches became of a higher traffic accident risk spot in the town.  

According to the road accident report in 2007 (Trafikolyckor 2007) by Norrköping Kommun [14], 8 
individual accidents occurred at this area out of 208 accidents in total in the urban area. As it can been 
seen from the figure above, in the red dash box, each the colored dot represents an individual traffic 
accident with distinguished types. In the legend of the accident map,  orange stands for catch up 
accident; yellow stands for pedestrian involved collision; green denotes cycling and motorcycle 
accident and pink denotes other types, in this case means public transport collision. 

The high accident frequency at Söder tull area has brought a high risk for the traffic environment in this 
area. The report from Norrköping Kommun indicates that in the coming two years, the traffic volume 
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figure 9.intersection at S.Promenaden, Drottninggatan,Nygatan and Hörngatan[14]
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on S.Promenaden will remains at the same level, which gives a higher chance for the crashes 
happening. Countermeasures and scheme for the accident frequency reduction is critical for this area.

4.2 Assignment and goal

The goal of the practical field study is to analyze the traffic safety situation and reduce the accident  
frequency of the network by implementing an road safety audit processing with the support from APMs 
and microscopic simulation tool. Countermeasures with redesigning of the geometries and 
infrastructure would be finalized and suggested. The APMs set in the study would be the Traffic 
Research Laboratory (TRL)2 production called SafeNET and the microscopic simulation tool would be 
AIMSUN 6 which is the production of the company of Transport Simulation Systems (TSS)3. 

The study would be from traffic engineering wise and countermeasures for the accident reduction 
would be suggested after the study. Although RSA actually could have been analyzing the accident risk 
from comprehensive aspects such as geometric and user point of view, the effect would only be 
presented from geometric and traffic management wise because of the usage of the APMs. The models 
implemented in the study would not present the effect of the variables which matter the accident risk 
but not be involved in the models. These variables could be either driver behaviors or road signs 
infrastructures, etc. Meanwhile, a customized checklist, which is highly related to the SafeNET, of the 
RSA processing would be in used in the study in order to achieve better support from the APMs

Based on the goal and the capacity of the practical field study, as well as the principle of APM 
implementation in RSA described previously, the construction and the procedures of the study would 
be presented as the following content.

2 TRL is an internationally recognized centre of excellence providing world-class research, consultancy, testing and 
certification for all aspects of transport.

3 Transport Simulation Systems and Aimsun began in 1986 with a research project carried out by LIOS, a research group 
at the Technical University of Catalonia (Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya). 
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Also, according to the designed structure of the study, the outlines and planning of it has been set as:

– site survey and necessary data collection 

– microscopic simulation model building and calibration with AIMSUN 6

– accident frequency calculation with SafeNET

– customized checklist examining and feasible countermeasures implementation in microscopic 
simulation

– recalculation of the accident frequency

– iteration of geometric redesigning and accident frequency calculation if necessary

– finalization of the solution

4.3 Software

Principally, locally specific APMs should be developed for the best field study result. However, this 
thesis has selected an exist commercial software packet of APMs deal to the lack of human resource. 
SafeNET from the British TRL has been selected among the few released commercial traffic accident 
prediction tools. Moreover, microscopic simulation tools AIMSUN has been involved to support the 
study also. 
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4.3.1 SafeNET Introduction

SafeNET, as an accident frequency prediction tool, is one the software products from TRL Limited. 
The software represents the implementation of the models which are based on site survey at plenty of 
locations and research results over a considerable period of time. The models in used allows year-on-
year validation also for the accident estimation. SafeNET therefore can be considered as a handy tool 
for traffic management at road safety point of view. It could be either a stand alone tool in safety 
analysis such as safety audit field or hotspot studies, or linked with other related software, which gives 
a complete assessment of traffic flow and travel time data, serve for future accident rate prediction after  
the specific modification of traffic environment. However, like every other accident prediction tool,  
SafeNET has got its own limitation. Since the risk models are based on Britain local accident statistic 
data, they mainly work much more proper dealing with British local sites than other places because of 
the local depends characteristic of general risk prediction models. Moreover, the networks modeled in 
SafeNET are considered default as left-hand side driving which may need some extra attention when it 
comes to turning proportion or lateral crashes analysis.

SafeNET offers a number of risk calculation models to predict the frequency of accidents in which at 
least one person was injured or killed. Up to four levels with various sophistication of these models are 
available in the software for each junctions and links. 

– level 0

simply predict the total number of accidents

– level 1

predict the total number of vehicle only accidents and the total number of accidents with  
pedestrian involved

– level 2

predict the number of accidents in different categories, e.g. single vehicle accidents and right  
turn accident etc.

– level 3

the same sophistication of prediction results but requires more detailed input thus with higher  
accuracy

Regarding to different level of models are in used, input data has got various requirements. Generally 
the input data of SafeNET could be fairly divided into several categories: traffic flow data, site features, 
geometric information and traffic calming scheme. Traffic flow data includes average daily total traffic  
flow of both vehicle and pedestrian. Site features always refers to the specific characters of the links or 
junctions such as the percentage of different land-use on sides of the road or the whether there is zebra 
crossing line presenting at the link. Geometric data is mainly about the length of the link, the curvature  
of the approach of a junction or things like that. Traffic calming scheme allows the users to assign the 
analyzed location with the presents of different calming measures such as hump or speed limit. 
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Referring to different model levels are in used, the output results of SafeNET allows the following:

– view results for individual junctions

– view results for individual links 

– view total predicted accidents at each junction of the network presented in the form of a list

– view total predicted casualties by severity at each junction of the network presented in the form 
of a list

– view total predicted accidents at each road link of the network presented in the form of a list

– view total predicted casualties by severity at each road link of the network presented in the form 
of a list

– view total predicted accidents for the network

– view total predicted casualties by severity for the network

– view the results in graphical form

According to the features of SafeNET and with the motivation that ensure beginners learn the features 
of the software, several assignments have been designed. The following part the paper would present 
the assignments content with description, exercise procedures and assignment tasks. The main goal of 
the assignment designing is to help the candidates learn the feature of SafeNET and learn how to utilize 
it as a prediction tool in projects.

4.3.2 Validation of SafeNET

According to the previous description about the prediction model selection, several aspects have been 
taken into consideration for selecting the proper model.

– Location

Currently, there is no released commercial traffic accident prediction software packet in Sweden 
although the researching in this area has been carrying out constantly, such as the “Likelihood and 
Bootstrap Analysis of the Relationship between Car Flow and Accident Risk” in Linköpings 
Universitet [15]. The models from the researching in US were not considerable neither since from both 
geometric and traffic point of view they were not valid for the Swedish field study. Therefore the 
European ones became of interested, specifically the British one SafeNET. Generally the geometric 
location of UK and Scandinavian area are quite close to each other compared with other places. Thus 
from the weather point of view, the road users would have similar driving environment such as snowed 
road surface percentage and visibility range regarding to the raining, foggy and snowing weather. 
Moreover, based on the similar driving environment, the road users behavior, which is one of the most 
important components of traffic accident factors, would be fairly reasonable considered as similar to 
each other. 
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– Traffic Volume

Besides the geometric element, traffic volume needs to be examined for the model selection. The data  
comparison would be brought from two aspects: passenger-km per person per year and road fatalities. 
The source of the data is from the European Commission publications European Union Energy and 
Transport Statistics 2003 [1]. Statistic data from UK, Sweden and south European country Greece 
would be compared to indicate the similarity of traffic volume and accident rate between UK and 
Sweden. Thus to convince that the APM which has been developed based on the British statistics data, 
in this case refers to SafeNET, is valid to be implemented in Sweden as well.
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figure 11. growing trend of passenger-km by cars per person [1]
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Table 1: passenger-km cars per person per year[1]

UK Sweden Greece
1970 5341.7 7012.5 977.3
1980 6891.7 8036.1 2875.0
1990 10208.3 9965.1 4784.3
1991 10104.2 10046.5 4862.7
1994 10085.3 9840.9 5333.3
1995 10170.6 10045.5 5600.0
1996 10306.1 10090.9 5876.2
1997 10406.8 10102.3 6133.3
1998 10439.2 10056.2 6476.2
1999 10302.5 10337.1 6952.4
2000 10351.8 10438.2 7342.9
2001 10417.4 10460.7 7698.1
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The tables shows the passenger-km by cars per person in UK, Sweden and Greece from 1970 to 2001. 
It can be seen that UK and Sweden have quite similar amount of individual passenger travel distance 
while Greece has a lower amount by approximately 25%. Meanwhile, the figure of the growing trend 
shows that UK and Sweden have almost the same growing speed since 1990s which indicates that it 
could be presumed that now 2009, the two countries should have still quite the same individual 
passenger-km by cars.  

The table above shows the road fatalities per million population and road accidents involving personal 
injured per 1000 population. Obviously the number of fatalities in UK and Sweden are close to each 
other and much lower than Greece. Whereas the road accidents number shows that both Sweden and 
Greece have less road accidents per 1000 person than UK. However, the comparison is taking UK as 
reference which leads that both Sweden and Greece are equally deviated. 

Therefore, if the fatalities rate and accident rate is calculated by

fatalities rate  per million population= fatalities number per million population
passenger−km per person

accident rate  per 1000 population= accidentsnumber per 1000 population
passenger−km per person

both fatalities rate and accident rate would be as the figure following shows.
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Table 2. safety statistics [1] 

Road Fatalities per million population Road Accidents per 1000 population 
UK Sweden Greece UK Sweden Greece

139.75 163.38 124.89 4.81 2.08 2.08
110.83 102.17 150.52 4.57 1.83 1.9
94.1 89.77 200.98 4.61 1.98 1.92

79.39 86.63 207.06 4.61 1.98 1.92
64.25 65 229.62 3.99 1.81 2.14
63.82 61.02 205.43 3.93 1.77 2.17
63.66 61.48 200.48 4.01 1.74 2.25
60.69 60.34 207.81 4.07 1.8 2.31
60.2 65.17 201.52 4.16 1.74 2.36

60.17 66.4 194 4.08 1.78 2.3
60.27 65.51 179.05 4.06 1.78 2.2
59.78 62.92 156.04 3.95 1.78 2.03
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According to the fatalities rate chart in figure 12, Sweden and UK has got almost the same fatalities 
rate per million passenger-km by cars while Greece has a much higher one. Although in the accidents 
which involve personal injured per 1000 passenger-km, Sweden has half amount as the UK and 
Greece, both UK and Sweden are remain considered as the same traffic safety level which is among the 
lowest ones in European Union. 

Therefore, concluding the traffic volume and safety level of UK, Sweden and Greece, technically it is 
obviously that the APM developed via the British transport statistics certainly works in Sweden since 
they have got both similar traffic volume and accidents and fatalities statistics which are important  
variable and calibration reference. However is not really valid in south European countries like Greece.
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figure 12. fatalities rate per million passenger-km comparison
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figure 13. accident rate per 1000 passenger-km comparison
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– traffic regulations and road classifications

The European road networks, according to the European Commission publications, are mainly 
classified by motorways, highways, main or national roads, regional roads and other roads such as 
ordinary urban roads and interurban carriageways. Thus the road classification would be the same in 
both UK and Sweden which would not causing any unexpected errors in the case of the 
implementation. 

However, the traffic regulations would not be similar since the British traffic rule is with left hand side 
driving while Sweden is the opposite. Although it would not be a major problem for the 
implementation of SafeNET in the field study, it still need extra taking care when it comes to the 
intersections analysis and turning accident types. 

4.3.3 AIMSUN introduction

AIMSUN is an integrated transport modeling software, developed and marketed by Transport 
Simulation Systems (TSS) based in Barcelona, Spain [16]. AIMSUN software supports plenty of traffic 
engineering, traffic simulation and transportation planning oriented tasks. For instance, it provides 
features for macroscopic static traffic assignment, mesoscopic simulation, microscopic simulation, 
dynamic traffic assignment and vehicle-pedestrian simulation, etc. The default car following models in 
used in AIMSUN for microscopic simulation contains different road users which indicates different 
“states” in the software for cars and public transportation and so on. Customized models for simulation 
is also available for specific requirements of the users. In this thesis, the microscopic simulation of the 
study site has implemented the default car following model and normal distribution of the traffic. 

4.4 Procedures of the project

– data collection

Required data for microscopic simulation and APMs have been observed from the studying site. The 
turning proportion and incoming flow has been surveyed for the microscopic simulation instead of OD 
matrix. Yet, due to the lack of human resource for collecting both the necessary turning proportion for 
microscopic simulation and site survey record for RSA, the raw data collection has been carried out 
simply. The turning proportion of four intersections involved in the study area has been achieved by the 
following approach: traffic flow from both peak hour (12:00 and 17:00) and calm hour (14:30) at the 
intersections have been recorded for half an hour constantly for three week days, and then the mean 
value of incoming and outcome flow for each arm of the intersections are available therefore could be 
used for calculated for the turning proportion.
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Meanwhile, other site information besides turning proportion such as geometric data and features have 
been observed by both digital map and site survey. These data would be for both the simulation model 
and SafeNET APMs.

– network model building, estimation and calibration

The simulation model has been built as the figure shows below. The road length and width has been 
observed from the GIS digital map of Norrköping City.
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Table 3: observed turning proportion

Intersection 260 average Turning Proportion Vehicle Flow (veh/hr)
link 228 L 2 1.92% 12

S 88 84.62% 528
R 14 13.46% 84

link 258 L 7.5 11.81% 45
S 55.5 87.40% 333
R 0.5 0.79% 3

link 254 L 7.5 31.91% 45
S 0.5 2.13% 3
R 15.5 65.96% 93

link 256 L 1 18.18% 6
S 1 18.18% 6
R 3.5 63.64% 21

Intersection 233 average Turning Proportion Vehicle Flow (veh/hr)
link 228 L 3.5 8.64% 21

S 34.5 85.19% 207
R 2.5 6.17% 15

link 258 L 14.5 22.14% 87
S 39.5 60.31% 237
R 11.5 17.56% 69

link 254 L 0.5 2.78% 3
S 5.5 30.56% 33
R 12 66.67% 72

link 256 L 11.5 53.49% 69
S 6 27.91% 36
R 4 18.60% 24

Intersection 289 average Turning Proportion Vehicle Flow (veh/hr)
link 281 L 0.01 1.92% 0.12

S 0.42 84.62% 5.08
R 0.07 13.46% 0.81

link 278 L 0.06 11.81% 0.71
S 0.44 87.40% 5.24
R 0 0.79% 0.05

link 238 L 0.16 31.91% 1.91
S 0.01 2.13% 0.13
R 0.33 65.96% 3.96

link 274 L 0.09 18.18% 1.09
S 0.09 18.18% 1.09
R 0.32 63.64% 3.82
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During the observation of traffic data, vehicle types has been distinguished by cars and public 
transportation. Therefore in the simulation the road users were assigned as cars and buses and the 
module of Public Transportation Plans has been in used. In fact, at Söder Tull bus terminal, there are 
over 10 bus lines going pass. However, 5 of them are frequent urban bus and tram lines which have 
time interval as 10 or 15 minutes for two buses or trams. Thus these 5 public transportation lines have 
been assigned into the module and they are bus line 113, 116, 117, 119 and tram line number 2. The 
figure below gives an example of bus line 113.
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figure 14: microscopic simulation model

figure 15: public transportation line routine
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As it was described previously, intersection 233 and 260 are signal controlled and intersection 289 is 
crossroad, in the module of Control Plans each intersection has been assigned as its own kind, and for 
the signal ones the green time has been set as the time which was observed. 

After the different modules and turning proportion has been set up, the experiments of the Dynamic 
Scenario were available to start running. The table below is showing the initial input for each 
experiment parameter. 

Since the main usage of the microscopic simulation is to extract the traffic flow of each link, the 
calibration of the simulation has focused on the flow only. However, due to the poor observation, the 
calibration was consequently really poorly done as well. The smallest deviation between simulated 
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Table 4: input of microscopic simulation dynamic scenario

Behaviour Car Following Car Following Model Minimum Headway + Deceleration estimation (Sensitivity factor)
Apply 2 lanes Car Following Model Number of Vehicles 4

Max. Speed Difference 50 km/h
Max. Distance 100 m
Max. Speed Difference on Ramp 70 km/h

Lane Changing Percent Overtake 90%
Percent Recover 95%
On Ramp Model Cooperative mode looking gaps upstream

Queuing Speed Queuing Up speed 1 m/s
Queuing Leaving Speed 4 m/s

Look Ahead Maximum number of turings 2
Reaction TimeSimlation Step Simulation Step 0.75

Reaction Time (Related to Simulation Step)Fixed (Same as Simulation Step)
Reaction Time at Stop Reaction Time at Stop 1

figure 16: signal control routine
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result and observed has been managed to be almost 0 while the biggest were still as 80%. However, it is 
still an interesting discussion about whether the observed traffic flow value is representing the “real 
situation” since it cannot be assigned as the real distribution with the observed value because of the low 
amount of it. Although there were three sets of observed data and several sets of simulation results, it 
was still almost impossible to tell whether these three sets of observation were close to the real 
distribution or not. Therefore, from the diagram, it could only be assumed that these three “curves” are 
around the “real” one, and the solution would be try to make the simulation result as much close as 
possible to these observations. The table below shows the calibration result. The parameters which has 
been adjusted were mainly from the Dynamic Scenario input and vehicle type library. 
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Table 5: calibration of the simulation

281 278 238 274
real sim U real sim U real sim U real sim U

354 314 -40 12 20 8 174 122 -52 66 22 -44
354 308 -46 12 18 6 174 124 -50 66 16 -50
354 297 -57 12 16 4 174 146 -28 66 18 -48
354 313 -41 12 18 6 174 104 -70 66 8 -58
354 12 174 66
354 12 174 66
354 12 174 66
228 258 254 256

real sim U real sim U real sim U real sim U
624 490 -134 381 382 1 141 21 -120 33 33 0
624 486 -138 381 378 -3 141 12 -129 33 30 -3
624 490 -134 381 375 -6 141 11 -130 33 28 -5
624 477 -147 381 378 -3 141 4 -137 33 29 -4
624 381 141 33
624 381 141 33
624 381 141 33
231 229 247 236

real sim U real sim U real sim U real sim U
243 250 7 393 343 -50 108 117 9 285 320 35
243 242 -1 393 341 -52 108 125 17 285 313 28
243 243 0 393 334 -59 108 137 29 285 304 19
243 232 -11 393 346 -47 108 121 13 285 314 29
243 393 108 285
243 393 108 285
243 393 108 285
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– APM calculation

The figure above is showing the model which has been built in SafeNET. It can be obviously seen that 
it is mirror inverse from the microscopic simulation model. This indicates that for the input value of the 
traffic flows and others, it need to be taken care that to switch to inverse. Therefore, the table blow is 
showing the initial input for SafeNET and the traffic flow unit is thousand vehicles per hour. 

4.5 Output Result Analysis and Solution Finalization

After the traffic flow and the required value of the parameters have been entered to SafeNET, the initial 
output result, which has been selected as the accident frequency sorted by types for the three studied 
intersections, is achieved at the tables show below. The unit of each value here is accident/year. 
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Table 6: SafeNET calculation: accident frequency at intersection 260

  Intersection 260 (signals)
Arm 10011 Arm 10015 Arm 10014 Arm 10012

  Single Vehicle Accidents 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.26
  Approaching Accidents 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.00
  Right-Angle Accidents 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.09
  Principal Right Turn 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.00
  Other Right Turn 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00
  Left Turn Accidents 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.01
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00
  Pedestrian with Entering Vehicles 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.00
  Pedestrian with Ahead Exiting 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.00
  Pedestrian with Left/Right Exiting 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
  Other Pedestrian Accidents 0.12 0.00 0.13 0.01
                           Arm Total 0.52 0.25 0.59 0.38

  Junction total 1.73

figure 17: SafeNET model
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According to the calculation of SafeNET, at each intersection there would be some certain types of 
accident would be more like to happen than the others, such as at intersection 233 arm 11010, the 
“principal right turn”, which refers to the left turning in real situation, reached the accident frequency 
as 0.21 while other type were much lower. The reason could be understood as that since the arm 11010 
is supposed to be the Söder Promenaden one. As a major road of the town, the traffic volume for each 
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Table 7: SafeNET calculation: accident frequency at intersection 233

  Intersection 233 (signals)
Arm 11010 Arm 11013 Arm 11017 Arm 11016

  Single Vehicle Accidents 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
  Approaching Accidents 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02
  Right-Angle Accidents 0.13 0.14 0.08 0.21
  Principal Right Turn 0.21 0.08 0.07 0.01
  Other Right Turn 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03
  Left Turn Accidents 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.14 0.01 0.08 0.01
  Pedestrian with Entering Vehicles 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.00
  Pedestrian with Ahead Exiting 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00
  Pedestrian with Left/Right Exiting 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00
  Other Pedestrian Accidents 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00
                           Arm Total 0.68 0.47 0.4 0.32

  Junction total 1.87

Table 8: SafeNET calculation: accident frequency at intersection 289

  Intersection 289 (crossroad)
  Major arms Arm 13011 Arm 13019
  Single Vehicle 0.00 0.02
  Rear-End Shunt and Lane Changing 0.04 0.07
  Right Angle with Previous Arm 0.02 0.02
  Right Angle with Next Arm 0.02 0.02
  Right-Turn with Own Ahead 0.02 0.01
  Right-Turn with Opposite Ahead 0.01 0.00
  Head-on/U-turn/Parked/Parking 0.00 0.00
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.01 0.04
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Entering 0.10 0.06
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Exiting 0.09 0.03
  Other Pedestrian 0.05 0.05
                           Arm Total 0.41 0.36
  Minor arms Arm 13012 Arm 13018
  Right-Turn with Next Ahead 0.04 0.03
  Right-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.03 0.04
  Other Right Turn from Minor 0.00 0.00
  Left-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.00 0.00
  Other Vehicle Accidents on Minor 0.01 0.01
  Other Pedestrian on Minor 0.03 0.02
                           Arm Total 0.06 0.07

  Junction total 0.90
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direction is rather high which gives bigger accident frequency for the left turning vehicles who actually 
share the same green time at the intersection with the straight ahead vehicles from the opposite 
direction. This needs some specific “antidote” to solve the problem, such as either extend the green 
time at the intersection to calm down the peak flow at the intersection or add one more phase for the 
left turning vehicles. Therefore, the output result indicates the countermeasures, at least the direction,  
from both RSA wise and traffic modeling wise. 

4.5.1 Feasible Solutions Assigning

The feasible solutions could be assigned by examining the customized checklist and studying the APM 
features to reduce the accident frequency. 

– Checklist examination

The checklist used in this thesis was customized by the author and has aspects for different road 
sections such as ordinary urban roads or roundabout. Basically, this checklist is highly linked with 
SafeNET so that each risk has been assigned by going through the checklist could be well represented 
in the modeling part. This checklist will be found in the appendix.

After checking both the traffic and the related environment by site survey, several phenomenon have 
been indicated as the following

• two signal controlled intersections

• inflow per second at green time in peak hour in major arms is rather high

• cycle time is short

• percentage of buses from inflow is too high

• crossroad intersection

• high percentage of public transportation

• small capacity of the intersection

This phenomenon would help with the feasible solution finalization as normal RSA procedures. 
However, with the help from SafeNET, quantitative accident frequency will be directly achieved to 
show how big chance that specific types of accidents seem like to happen. Therefore, quantitative 
measurement of feasible solution would be available with SafeNET as well. 

– SafeNET input parameters

Because that SafeNET is commercial software, the APMs in it would not be available. However, the 
ratio of each input parameters that shows how much the corresponding parameter could affect the 
output result is provided. In this case, besides the main traffic flow, those factors cause most high risk 
of incidents could be indicated and the output accident frequency would be really efficiently reduced.

Since the study site is the intersections, the ratio of the input of signal controlled intersection and 
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crossroad is shown as below.

The more the ratio is apart from 1, the more the corresponding parameter would affect the output 
accident frequency. Thus those parameters which matter most for the output are indicated from the 
table as the ones showing in blue color. It does not mean that since these “more efficient” factors have 
been pointed out, their value would be modified. Actually, this is an alternative way of APM analyzing. 
Normally the APMs implemented in projects should have been the metro-developed ones which can 
directly show what parameters have what kind of intensity of affection on the output. Then it could be 
decided that which part of the study site traffic sections should be improved to reduce the accident rate. 
However, like it said previously that the APMs in SafeNET are not available so that this ratio has been 
studied to analyzed that which part of these intersections should be the ones that would lead to some 
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figure 18: relative effect on accident frequency of variables for 4-arm traffic signals

figure 19: relative effect on accident frequency of variables for urban crossroad
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different output results instead of the others, just for these SafeNET APMs. Therefore some feasible 
solutions would be decided combined with the RSA checklist processing.

According to the ratio figures above, the variables which have higher deviation from being 1 are:

– 4-arm traffic signals

5. average signal cycles per hour

6. angle with left hand arm (degree)

8. approach half width on the right-hand arm (meter)

10. angle between the opposite arm and the right-hand arm (degree)

13. intergreen time to next crossing vehicles (second)

– urban crossroad

4. number of ahead lanes at entry on the major arm

5. absolute stagger length (meter)

6. inverse of the sight stopping distance on the major arm (1/m)

8. inverse of the sight stopping distance on opposite major arm (1/m) 

With the SafeNET variables ratio studying, all these parameters which have more effect on the output 
result have been found out. Therefore the modification of the geometric data, road segment features and 
traffic control routine would focus on them. Combined with the phenomenon found by going through 
checklist, the feasible solutions have been decided as:

 intersection 260

– speed camera on link 258: limit the speed no greater than 40 kph

– traffic calming as hump on link 256: speed down to 30 kph

– link width on link 228 extend from 4 meters to 6

– increase green time on all arms with 5 seconds

– set 20 kph zone on link 254 to reduce the buses conflict

 intersection 233

– lane width on major arms increase from 4 meters to 6

– increase green time on all arms with 10 seconds

– speed camera on link 231 in order to reduce the flow
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 intersection 289

– yellow box at the intersection

– set 20 kph zone on link 274

4.5.2 Output Comparison

The feasible solutions above had been implemented in the microscopic simulation model to extract the  
new traffic flow for the APMs. At the mean time some input parameters need to be modified in 
SafeNET as well. Thus, new accident frequency was calculated and the output comparison is shown by 
the tables below.
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Table 9: output comparison of intersection 260
  Intersection 260 (signals)

Arm 10011 Arm 10015 Arm 10014 Arm 10012
before after before after before after before after

  Single Vehicle Accidents 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.26 0.17 -0.09
  Approaching Accidents 0.07 0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.00 0 0.00
  Right-Angle Accidents 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.07 0.03 -0.04 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.09 0.08 -0.01
  Principal Right Turn 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
  Other Right Turn 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
  Left Turn Accidents 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.00 0 0.00
  Pedestrian with Entering Vehicles 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.07 0.06 -0.01 0.00 0 0.00
  Pedestrian with Ahead Exiting 0.08 0.07 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.07 -0.02 0.00 0 0.00
  Pedestrian with Left/Right Exiting 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
  Other Pedestrian Accidents 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.11 -0.02 0.01 0 -0.01
                           Arm Total 0.52 0.49 -0.03 0.25 0.11 -0.14 0.59 0.50 -0.09 0.38 0.26 -0.12

  Junction total 1.73 1.36 -0.37

Table 10: output comparison of intersection 233
  Intersection 233 (signals)

Arm 11010 Arm 11013 Arm 11017 Arm 11016
before after before after before after before after

  Single Vehicle Accidents 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Approaching Accidents 0.05 0.04 -0.01 0.06 0.05 -0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Right-Angle Accidents 0.13 0.09 -0.04 0.14 0.11 -0.03 0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.21 0.14 -0.07
  Principa l Right Turn 0.21 0.10 -0.11 0.08 0.05 -0.03 0.07 0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.00 -0.01
  Other Right Turn 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0 0.03 0.03 0.00
  Left Turn Accidents 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.14 0.12 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
  Pedestrian with Entering Vehicles 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Pedestrian with Ahead Exiting 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Pedestrian with Left/Right Exiting 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Other Pedestrian Accidents 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
                           Arm Total 0.68 0.50 -0.18 0.47 0.39 -0.08 0.4 0.29 -0.11 0.32 0.23 -0.09

  Junction total 1.87 1.41 -0.46
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The yellow box shows that the decrease value of the accident type, and the red box shows the increase 
value. Meanwhile the blue box shows the total decrease of the accident frequency at the intersections. It 
can be seen that at major arms of intersection 260, arm 10011 and arm 10014, total accident frequency 
have been reduced by respectively 6% and 15%. Meanwhile, the minor arms have been reduced by 
56% and 32%. The total accident frequency at intersection 260 has been reduced by 21% from 1.73 
down to 1.36. At intersection 233, the total accident frequency has been reduced by 25% while the 
major arms reduction as 26% and 28% and the minor arms reduction as 17% and 28%. Moreover, after 
the feasible solutions have been implemented, no single accident frequency has been increased. 

However, at the crossroad intersection 289, four single accident types have achieved increasing value 
of accident frequency although the total accident frequency has reduced by 4%. This requires some 
other solutions rather than the ones have been implemented. The increasing accident types are mainly 
“right-turn” kinds on link 281 (13019), and referring to the real situation would be the left turning from 
the major arm risk of the intersection. Therefore the solution should be focusing on reducing the arm 
flow or traffic conflict. However, the minor arm of this intersection has bus terminal located. This may 
lead to rather high conflict at the intersection since the higher priority public transportation coming 
from minor arm at urban crossroad. According to the situation, the solution could be set the major arm 
yield routine as stop. Thus, after the yield routine has been implemented into microscopic simulation 
model and then by the output flow as well as the road feature modification in SafeNET, the output has 
been achieved as the table below shows.
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Table 11: output comparison of intersection 289
  Intersection 289 (crossroad)
  Major arms Arm 13011 Arm 13019

before after before after
  Single Vehicle 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Rear-End Shunt and Lane Changing 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.06 -0.01
  Right Angle with Previous Arm 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Right Angle with Next Arm 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01
  Right-Turn with Own Ahead 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01
  Right-Turn with Opposite Ahead 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
  Head-on/U-turn/Parked/Parking 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.00
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Entering 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.00
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Exiting 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00
  Other Pedestrian 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00
                           Arm Total 0.41 0.40 -0.01 0.36 0.34 -0.02
  Minor arms Arm 13012 Arm 13018

before after before after
  Right-Turn with Next Ahead 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01
  Right-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.04 0.04 0
  Other Right Turn from Minor 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0
  Left-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0
  Other Vehicle Accidents on Minor 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.00 -0.01
  Other Pedestrian on Minor 0.03 0.03 0 0.02 0.01 -0.01
                           Arm Total 0.06 0.06 0 0.07 0.05 -0.02

  Junction total 0.90 0.86 -0.04
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It can be seen that the major arm 281 (13019) now has two types of accident increasing yet three times 
before. Meanwhile, minor arm 279 (13018) has one more type of accident frequency achieve reduction. 
Moreover, the junction total accident frequency has been reduced by 8% compared with 4% previously. 

Therefore, the final solution for the study area to reduce traffic accident frequency would be:

intersection 260

– speed camera on link 258 (10014)

in order to limit the speed on this link no greater than 40 kph thus to reduce the incoming flow 
at the intersection 

– traffic calming as hump on link 256 (10015) 

in order slow vehicle speed down to 30 kph since vehicles on this link are coming from 
interurban area with higher speed

– link width on link 228 (10011) extend from 4 meters to 6

extend the link capacity in order to reduce traffic density

– increase green time on all arms with 5 seconds

since max mean queue value for the intersection is 0.13 which is not high, increase the green 
time therefore increase the cycle time to reduce cycles per hour

– set 20 kph zone on link 254 (10012) to reduce the buses conflict

 intersection 233

– lane width on major arms (11010 and 11017) increase from 4 meters to 6
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Table 12: 2nd iteration of output comparison of intersection 289
  Intersection 289 (crossroad)
  Major arms Arm 13011 Arm 13019

before after before after
  Single Vehicle 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 -0.01
  Rear-End Shunt and Lane Changing 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.05 -0.02
  Right Angle with Previous Arm 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Right Angle with Next Arm 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
  Right-Turn with Own Ahead 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01
  Right-Turn with Opposite Ahead 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
  Head-on/U-turn/Parked/Parking 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Other Vehicle only Accidents 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.00
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Entering 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.06 0.05 -0.01
  Pedestrian with Vehicle Exiting 0.09 0.08 -0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00
  Other Pedestrian 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00
                           Arm Total 0.41 0.39 -0.02 0.36 0.32 -0.04
  Minor arms Arm 13012 Arm 13018

before after before after
  Right-Turn with Next Ahead 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.01
  Right-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.01
  Other Right Turn from Minor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Left-Turn with Previous Ahead 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  Other Vehicle Accidents on Minor 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.01
  Other Pedestrian on Minor 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.01 -0.01
                           Arm Total 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.05 -0.02

  Junction total 0.90 0.83 -0.07
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extend the link capacity in order to reduce traffic density

– increase green time on all arms with 10 seconds

increase the green time therefore increase the cycle time to reduce cycles per hour

– speed camera on link 231 (11017) 

limit the speed on this major road in order to reduce traffic flow

 intersection 289

– yellow box at the intersection

in order to increase the intersection capacity

– set 20 kph zone on link 274 (13018)

set the speed limit for public transportation on this minor arm link in order to reduce conflict at  
the intersection 

– yield routine as stop at link 281 (13019)

in order to reduce conflict at the intersection 

Moreover, after the solution of the study area, the traffic accident frequency comparison is showing by 
the following figure. Total traffic accident frequency at three studied intersection has been respectively 
reduced by 21%, 28% and 8%.
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figure 20: accident frequency comparison
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5. Conclusion

Traffic accident prediction models, as it has been discussed in this thesis, could be implemented into 
variety of traffic safety management aspects. Although different management methods from traffic 
engineering point of view such as road safety audit or blackspots study require APMs in different 
stages of the processing, in general the APMs implementation section shows similarity from most of 
the traffic safety management routines. The difference between alternative routines is that the raw 
traffic data source. For instance, for blackspots study traffic data would be specifically observed from 
the really road network while for traffic planning the data would be mostly simulated output results. 

5.1 Cost Benefit Analysis

As this thesis is aiming for providing guideline for implementing APMs to traffic safety management, 
meanwhile according to the practical project has been presented, the cost benefit analysis would be 
given based on the studying. 

 

– Strength

(1) complete and comprehensive output

Complete and comprehensive here could mean either large variety or long time period. 
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figure 21: general implementation of APM in traffic safety management
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As the commercial APMs set SafeNET used in this thesis, it provides really complete 
output results sorted by different categories of accident types. It helps very much with 
deciding specific solutions which deal with specific types of accident. Meanwhile, as 
long as the predicted traffic volume or geometric data is available, the traffic safety level 
would be very well predicted for the future by the models.

(2) systematical traffic accident risk analysis

APMs have not only traffic volume but also others such geometric data and road 
segments features as input. Therefore the accident analysis would be following the 
systematic accident model, which considers crush is the consequence of all kinds of 
factors including both traffic data and environmental factors and driver behavior. In this 
case, the analysis based on APM calculation would quite lead to more complete 
countermeasures from more aspects of factors apart from traffic volume. 

(3) accident type oriented

APM could be very accident type oriented, such as left turning accident model or elderly 
and youth pedestrian accident model. These models deal with specific types of accident. 
The analysis then would be based on the parameters and output pattern and with the help 
of them, more efficient or specific solution would be found out. 

(4) direct and quantitative

APMs provide quantitative results rather than “risky factors”. Especially for road safety 
audit, with the APM calculation, it could be directly seen that for how much one 
problem affects accident frequency and with the countermeasures for how much they 
would reduce the accidents number.  

– Drawback

(1) drawback from APM development and usage

For developing APMs, it requires a large amount traffic data which is considered as long 
period enough for general the models. Therefore, long term observation is critical and 
the quality of the data set indicates the quality of the APM. Meanwhile, the APMs which 
has developed by the local traffic data is pretty “local” as well. It means it would not fit  
the situation if it has been implemented at other places. Moreover, most APMs are only 
considered as from traffic engineering wise apart from human factors. Consequently the 
analysis would not cover the whole range thus the human factor risk will remain be 
there. 

(2) lack of fix routine of implementation

So far few literature present standard implementation methodology for traffic safety 
management routines. This may lead to ever since an new project of traffic safety 
management is going to carry out, the project team would need to detail plan regarding 
to APM usage. 
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(3) update issues

Since APMs are built based on the traffic data statistics, it requires update regularly 
because of the variations of traffic. An APM without update for long would not be 
considered as valid one any more.  

– Cost

(1) APM development

The main cost of implementation APMs is development the APMs. It requires human 
resource for extract the models from large data set by statistics methods. Usually it takes 
long time period and professional mathematics skill.  

(2) annual updating

Since the APMs has been built, it requires update quite often because of the variations of 
the traffic. 

(3) data requirement

Building APMs requires quite big amount of traffic data. Thus long term monitoring and 
observing traffic is needed. This would be considered as another cost for APM 
implementation in traffic safety management. 

– Benefit

(1) computerized analyzing

With APMs implementation, instead of theoretical analyzing, computerized traffic safety 
management is realized so that it helps traffic safety management to merge the 
intelligent transport systems more properly. 

(2) proactive accident prevention or reactive accident reduction

With the direct quantitative accident frequency, specific countermeasures could be 
finalized. Therefore, either traffic collisions could be prevented before hand it occurred 
or traffic accident rate could be reduced efficiently at existing blackspots.  

(3) easy using

Since the models has been built, users simply just need to input the parameters value and 
then the output results will be achieved. Management information system thus could be 
built based on this

5.2 Future Work

According to the practical field study of APM implementation in RSA processing at  Norrköping City, 
the usage of APM appears really obviously that it provides very direct quantitative output result of 
traffic accident risk and helps with assigning straight forward countermeasures for these risks. This is 
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one of the biggest advantages of implementing APMs in traffic safety management. Meanwhile, 
combined with RSA checklist, traffic accident factors could be analyzed from quite systematical point  
of view, therefore the solution would not only from traffic side itself but also road segment features and 
geometric data as well. 

However, the analysis is only from traffic engineering point of view. Alter road users such as 
pedestrians and drivers factors would not be analyzed with APMs in used. Thus, this actually indicates 
that for the future work of APM implementation in traffic safety management should focus on 
developing more variety types of APMs so that either more road users would be taken considered, or 
driver behaviors could be included as well. For instance, more models of elderly and youth pedestrians 
safety should be developed and put into the existing APMs set in order to complete the usage of the 
current APM implementation. Also driver behavior, although it is really hard to predicted, should be 
analyzed more by either driver simulator performance study or human reaction study. 
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Appendix 1. Customized Checklist

Ordinary Urban Road Links

– Is the link one-way direction?

– Is the traffic volume presenting as the expected amount at the chosen link?

– Is the mean speed under the expected speed limit?

– Are queues built up fairly often at the chosen link?

– Is the visibility bigger than 20 meters for each direction separately?

– Is there pelican/zebra crossing presence?

– Is there any pedestrian refuge presence?

– Is there exclusive bus lane presence at the chosen link?

– When the buses stop, is the traffic stream blocked by it?

– Is there any ramp presence at the chosen link?

– Is there any road side parking place presence?

– Is there any traffic calming scheme implemented?

Composite Urban Road Links

– Is the link one-way direction?

– Is the traffic volume presenting as the expected amount at the chosen link?

– Is the mean speed under the expected speed limit?

– Is the chosen link dual lanes on each side?

– Is the percentage of public transportation and heavy vehicles acceptable which is lower than 
35%?

– Is there any sharp curving presence at the chosen link?

– Is the give way scheme assigned at the minor road of the chosen link?

– Is there  pedestrian crossing presence at the chosen link?

– Is there any traffic calming scheme implemented?

Roundabout

– Is the entry/circulating flow presenting as the expected amount?

– Are queues which have at least 4 vehicles built up fairly often at the approaches?

– Is the entry curvature fairly big, which is bigger than 0.05, at the entries?
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– Are the approaches multi-lanes?

– Is the circulating multi-lanes?

– Is the give way sign notable enough for the drivers?

– Is there any bar line presence at the entries?

– Is there any traffic calming scheme implemented?

Urban Signal Control Intersection

– Is the signal control plan fixed?

– Is the cycle time bigger than 90 seconds?

– Are queues built up fairly often at the approaches?

– Is there any separate signal stage for pedestrians?

– Is there any left-turning stage? (right-turning for SafeNET)

– Is the turning proportion fairly unbalanced?

– Is the inflow at minor approaches much smaller than the inflow at major approaches?

– Is the conflict distance acceptable?

– Are the approaches multi-lanes?

– Is there any traffic calming scheme implemented?

Urban T-junction/Crossroads

– Are the inflow from entries presenting as expected amount?

– Is there pelican/zebra pedestrian crossing presence?

– Is there traffic island presence?

– Is the junction staggered?

– Is there hatching presence?

– Is the visibility at the entries bigger than 20 meters?

– Is there big percentage of motorcycles/pedal cycles presence?

– Are the entries multi-lanes?

– Are queues built up fairly often on minor approaches?

– Is there bus stops presence within 25 meters of junction center?

– Is there any traffic calming scheme implemented?
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Appendix 2. Magnitude and Direction of Variables Affection in 
SafeNET

Relative Effect on Accident Frequency of Variables for 4-arm Traffic 
Signals
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Variable Ratio
1 proportion of buses in the flow on the arm 1.02
2 displacement 1.00
3 number of approach lanes 1.04
4 absolute approach curvature 0.98
5 average cycles per hour 1.16
6 angle with left hand arm 0.74
7 absolute displacement 0.92
8 approach half width on the right hand arm 1.09
9 inflow/green sec opposite arm, peaks 0.96

10 angle between the opposite arm and the right hand arm 0.66
11 inflow per second of green time during peak period 1.01
12 proportion of two-wheelers in the straight ahead flow of the opposite arm 1.05
13 intergreen time to next crossing vehicle stage 1.19
14 proportion of motorcycles in the summation of all the ahead flows 1.01
15 gradient over 50m approaching junction 1.00
16 absolute displacement other axis 1.01
17 sight distance on the right hand arm 0.97
18 the excess conflict distance per second of intergreen to the next stage 1.03
19 proportion of HGVs in the flow on the arm 1.06
20 number of lanes at stop line 1.07
21 average values of absolute differences of adjacent angles from right angles 1.01
22 number of stages 0.94
23 proportion of two-wheelers in flow turning into arm 0.98
24 proportion of motorcycles in straight ahead flow 1.02
25 near conflict distance for the opposite arm 0.95
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Relative Effect on Accident Frequency of Variables for 4-arm Traffic 
Signals
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Variable Ratio
1 proportion of PSV's in the major road flow 1.02
2 proportion of motorcycles in the major road flow 1.05
3 angular deviation along the major road 1.00
4 number of ahead lanes at entry on the major arm 1.09
5 absolute stagger length 0.84
6 inverse of the sight stopping distance on the major arm 0.88
7 angular deviation along minor road at junction 0.98
8 inverse of sight stopping distance on the opposite major arm 0.89
9 inverse function of the visibility to the right from 9m on next minor arm 0.96

10 inverse function of the visibility to the left from 9m on next minor arm 1.02
11 radius of entry corner on opposite major arm 0.97
12 radius of entry corner on major arm 1.01
13 inverse function of the visibility to the right from 9m on previous minor arm 0.99
14 inverse function of the visibility to the left from 9m on previoust minor arm 0.97
15 proportion of buses in the minor road flow 1.00
16 proportion of motorcycles in the minor road flow 1.01


